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A wise and affectionate portrait of two generations in an East Indian family members, Tamarind Mem is a beautifully
evocative novel that explores the mutability of memory space and unravels the deep ties of love and resentment that
bind moms and daughters everywhere.
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Two tales of a family group Badami's "Hero's Walk" is one of my beloved books of all times, so I eagerly anticipated
reading her "Tamarind Mem." I had not been disappointed. Half of the publication is normally narrated by the girl, who
grows up with a mother who is unhappy, judgmental, volatile, mean. Poignant, melancholy and delightful As most people
take for granted, memories are triggered by the faintest occurences. Disparate narratives, indeed. Over time, the reader
knows this family's real tale. I recommend "Tamarind Mem" for those who crave a "great read." Lovely tale of family
and life loved this book. As the novel progresses those gaps are filled in and the complete tale wraps up and folds onto
itself in a manner that leaves the rea Reading this novel was similar to sitting in someone's kitchen and hearing
someone else's discussion. Kamini recounts her childhood memories, some pleasant, others not so much. It seems that
she could not understand why her mother was always so bitter. The tale continues on as recollections unfold. At one
stage, I wondered, "where was this all leading?This colorful novel tackles the perception of memories in quite a clever
way. There have been also gaps in the thoughts that Kamini was unable to complete and these left you wondering what
actually happened. Maintain.on.reading. It will surprise you.. The poetic descriptions of everyday life were so genuine you
could savour them. I recommend this novel to anyone who lives fiction based on Indian culture. The other half of the
reserve is informed by the mom. There may be the distinct smell, for example, that suddenly takes youu back to your
grandmother's closets or your uncle's work store - and exactly like that everything turns into almost photographic in
how you keep in mind certain instances, even though you have not considered them for two decades. The initial half of
the publication is the narrative of Kamini, a child who reminisce about her past developing up in India.As the novel
progresses those gaps are filled in and the whole story wraps up and folds onto itself in a way that leaves the reader
satisfied.But how true are these recollections of ours?But how true are these memories of ours? The initial half of the

book may be the narrative of Kamini, a girl who reminisce about her past growing up in India. Through her we get a feel
for the lifestyle, sounds, smell and a certain feeling of a bygone period that is often romanticized (right after
Independence).! How quickly we are seduced by nostalgia. But does that matter? Furthermore, we get yourself a peak
into the relationships among the family members, the servants and the school teachers.Early in, there exists a distinct
strain between Kamini and her mother, Saroja. She enjoys her and yearns for her affection; however, she resents her and
her "irrrational" moods.I recommend the book - it really is a sumptious and warm browse. Her superstitious ayah, Linda,
is quite an interesting person - Kamini is normally scared of her tales of ghosts and bad spirits, yet she feels secure in
her organization. The author has eloquently captured the mind of a woman - her growing-up angst, her insufficient
understanding the happenings in her midst, and the invincability common of her age.In the second half of the book, the
writer switches the narrative to the mom, and we get her side of the story. How do her remembrances evaluate to those
of her child? It is an intriguing accounts!This colorful novel tackles the perception of memories in quite a clever way.!
We follow her from childhood getting ready for an arranged marriage to widowhood reflecting back again on her behalf
life and making plans on her behalf independant years forward. The daddy is distant, even though he is house from his
railroad work. Poignant, melancholy and delightful As most people take for granted, memories are triggered by the
faintest occurences.I am looking forward to reading more from Anita Rau Badami! They could not be false, but they are
certainly highly subjective.I am looking towards reading more from Anita Rau Badami!This first-time author has avoided
the trap of spelling it all out and leaves her readers the option of reading essential information between the lines. There
may be the distinct smell, for example, that suddenly takes youu back to your grandmother's closets or your uncle's
work store - and just like that everything turns into nearly photographic in how you keep in mind certain instances, even
though you have not considered them for two decades. How quickly we are seduced by nostalgia.... The family moves
around to differing of India since they belong to the railroad, and if you don't are familier with Indian geography, it
really is as well easy to get lost in the names. But does that matter?" It had been obtaining a little depressing. They
could not be false, but they are certainly highly subjective. Through her we get a experience for the culture, noises, smell
and a particular disposition of a bygone period that's often romanticized (immediately after Independence).
Furthermore, we get a peak into the interactions among the family, the servants and the institution teachers.Early in,
there is a distinct strain between Kamini and her mother, Saroja. however, she resents her and her "irrrational" moods.
She loves her and yearns for her affection; It is an intriguing account! Her superstitious ayah, Linda, is quite a
fascinating person - Kamini can be scared of her tales of ghosts and bad spirits, however she feels safe in her firm. The
author has eloquently captured the mind of a girl - her growing-up angst, her lack of understanding the happenings in
her midst, and the invincability normal of her age group.In the next half of the book, the writer switches the narrative to
the mom, and we get her side of the story. Just how do her thoughts evaluate to those of her daughter? The father is
distant, even when he is house from his railroad work.!! We follow her from childhood getting prepared for an arranged
relationship to widowhood reflecting back again on her life and making plans on her behalf independant years ahead.We
recommend the book - it really is a sumptious and warm browse. This first-time writer has avoided the trap of spelling it
all out and leaves her visitors the option of reading essential information between the lines. I did so wish there is a map
included in the reserve though. The family movements around to various parts of India since they participate in the
railroad, and if you don't are familier with Indian geography, it really is as well easy to get lost in the names. I did wish
there was a map contained in the book though.
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